Services

Photo Designs:

A Note

L a n d s c a p e
S e r v i c e s

D e s i g n

A photo design is often
used as a visual aid for
renovating an existing garden.

Consultations
Photo Designs
(single perspective)
Hardscape Layout Plans
Planting Plans

A photo of the perspective,
perhaps a garden bed,
is taken and used to create
a new planting design.
If the bed has plants that will remain,
the design will incorporate them
with the new plants.
In this way, you can see what
various plant choices will look like
before putting a spade in the ground.
See an example on the reverse side.

Garden Bed Makeovers
Elevations/Sections
Maintenance Plans

Two photos can be stitched together
and although the perspective
may be slightly skewed,
the design intent will show well.

“Our goal is to translate client wishes and
needs into a functional and beautiful
landscape – an extension of your home. Your
ideas, iϔenced by my knowledge of design
principles, available materials and plants, will
ensure your satisfaction.”
Pat Adams

The certainty of a photo design
can save a lot of trial and error;
try one before you ‘start over’.
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Why Commission a Landscape Design?

We spend considerable time, effort and
money to make our homes comfortable and
attractive but may feel uninspired and less
enthusiastic when it comes to creating our
outdoor spaces.
And no wonder, there is a lot to consider:
Ȉ Plant combinations and their placement
for the climate conditions in your yard;
Ȉ Relaxation areas - their type and location;
Ȉ Focal points to draw your eye;
Ȉ Trying to achieve the feel you want;
Ȉ Ensuring that what you do results in
the proper level of maintenance, cost
and garden style;
Ȉ And so much more.
But why let all that space remain an
after-thought? Use it instead to extend
your living space and create (or screen)
views from the inside of your home.
Quality landscaping provides an excellent
return on investment provided it is well
done. The starting point for a quality
landscape job is a well thought out design
plan that suits your needs.
Make your investment starting with
Terra Concepts Landscape Design.
The average price for this service in an
urban setting is $850-$1200.
Rural properties are larger and require
additional work time.

Photo Design ȇ Raised Planting Bed

The Design Process
The full process involves:
Ȉ Consulting with you to determine the
scope and direction of the project;
Ȉ An analysis of your property and your
completed questionnaire;
Ȉ The creation of a two dimensional
colour drawing design that meets
your requirements.

-

The property analysis takes into account
views Ȇ wanted or not; what is to remain
in place; climate factors that will affect
choices; what elevations exist and their
design potential; and any problem issues.
Good communication is vital for your
satisfaction.
At contract signing, a deposit (50%) of the
quoted price is required.

What You Receive
Ȉ Project outline to verify plan details;
Ȉ Two concept drawings to show the
location and features to be included
in the plan.
You select one or a combination of the two;
Ȉ Layout Plan, detailing all the hardscape
ȋ ϐȌǡ
or water features;
Ȉ Planting Plan, which shows all the beds
 ϐǤ
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quantities; a plant care schedule for plant
types in your garden; and if a budget is set,
estimated costs to complete the project.
Al ϐǡ
quotes for a landscape contractor will
be comparable.

Sample Layout and Planting Plan
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